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aakaashinnovative@gmail.com

 1300 + Tax  1950

Availability: In Stock

50MM Trapezoid Hump
Online Purchase only for Bangalore

Brand : RSI Hsn Code : 4016

Model No. : AISRH50LM Dimension : 500x350x50MM
x 2 nos / Meter

Color : Yellow and Black Re�ection : Glass Beads

Capacity : 20-30 Ton Weight : 15 kg Per Meter

Material : Rubber UOM : Meter

Offer Price : Above 24 Meters
only

Product Details:

Rubber Road Hump Lane Model
Speed bumps (or speed breakers) are the common name for a family of tra�c calming devices that use vertical de�ection to slow motor-vehicle tra�c in order to

improve safety conditions. Variations include the speed hump, speed cushion, and speed table.

The use of vertical de�ection devices is widespread around the world, and they are most commonly found to enforce a low speed limit, under 10 km/h or lower. 

unnathi Speed bumps are abrupt raised areas, typically 2–3 inches high with a travel length of 12 inches, that can be comfortably crossed at speeds of 5 miles

per hour or less. Crossing at higher speeds can cause signi�cant discomfort for the vehicle's occupants. Because unnathi Speed bumps require an immediate

and dramatic slowdown, they are often considered to be a liability risk on public streets and other roads where higher speeds are allowed. If you need a speed-

control solution for low-speed areas, such as parking lots, garages, and low-tra�c private roads, unnathi Speed bumps would be a good option.

unnathi Speed humps are designed to slow vehicles while maintaining tra�c �ow, with a gentler rise and a lower peak height. Their design allows drivers to cross

comfortably without sudden braking, allowing tra�c to �ow smoothly while still controlling speed. unnathi Speed humps are ideal for entertainment venues that

accommodate large volumes of tra�c, and they are also recommended for residential streets with speed limits of 25 miles per hour or less. If you need a solution

for higher-speed areas where smooth tra�c �ow is essential, consider opting for unnathi Speed humps. Whether you choose unnathi Speed bumps or unnathi

Speed humps,

Here are a few features to look for:

 Choose a model made from recycled rubber, which conforms easily to the road.   

Look for embedded re�ectors to ensure visibility in low light or at nighttime.   

End caps will help preserve your investment by protecting the ends of the speed bump or hump from wear.   

Select devices that are easy to install and transport, should you ever need to relocate them.

Terms & Conditions:
Payment : 100% With PO / NEFT / RTGS/ CASH

Tax : GST-18% Extra

Door Delivery : Transport To Pay / Extra As Actual

Delivery : with in 2 Working Days FROM PO.

Store Pick up : 9 AM to 5 PM

Store Location: https://g.page/aakaash-innovative-solution

Stock : Call Store 79968 85979

Installation:
Rs. 350+18% GST / Meter.

With Anchor Bolts Rs. 450+18% GST / Meter.

price Applicable for Bangalore only

Minimum : 10 Meters and Above

https://www.ais-bengaluru.com/
https://www.ais-bengaluru.com/unnathi_uploads/header/header.jpg

